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Pursuant to Utah Admin. Code Rule R641-105-500 and the specific request of the

Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining (the "Board") made at the December ll,20l9 Hearing

held on this Cause, Petitioner Wesco Operating,Inc. ("Wesco"), by and through its counsel

of record, MacDonald & Miller Mineral Legal Services, PLLC, hereby respectfully

submits the attached Exhibit "4," addressing the economics of alternate options for the

residual gas in lieu of continuing flaring at the Blue Hills Gas Plant pending a decision

from the Utah Public Service Commission on the status of the Greentown intrastate

pipeline. Exhibit "4" will be offered, along with supporting electronic testimony from Mr.

Thomas C. Kirkland, Petroleum Engineer of Wesco, in support of Wesco's Request for

Agency Action filed on November 27 ,2019 at the next scheduled hearing on this Cause on

January 29,2019.



Respectfully submitted this 30th day of December,2019

MACDONALD & iTNTIINR
MINERAL LEGAL SERVICES, LLC

M Esq

Attorneys for Petitioner Wesco Operating, Inc
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EXHIBIT ,,4,,

ECONOMIC AN ES OF FLARING ALTERNATIVES

DOCKET NO. 2019-027
CAUSE NO. 194-03

lntroduction

At the request of the Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining (the "Board"), Wesco Operating, lnc.
("Wesco") hereby respectfully submits this summary of alternatives to the currently authorized
emergency flaring of -400 MCF per day at Wesco's Blue Hills Gas Plant ('BHGP") and economic

analysis of each alternative. The alternatives considered include: trucking of compressed natural
gas, use of gas to generate power for sale, use of gas to generate power for computer processing,

removing NGLs at the plant while flaring residual gas, laying a new sales line, and flaring at the
individual wellhead.

As an important preliminary caveat, oil economics would be the same across all of these

alternatives because the flaring is occurring off-lease at the BHGP. The only modification to the
economics relatingto oilwould be if the individual wells exceedingthe flaring regulatory limits
were choked back. This could be done either running though the BHGP or flaring at the wellhead,

but in both cases would significantly increase the losses associated with any of the alternatives
presented. ln addition, as was testified in the December !t,20L9 Hearing, choking back presents

the risk potential damage to the wellbores, with no guaranty of returning to pre-choking back

production levels.

Also, the economics reflected may lead the Board to question why the BHGP should be in
operation if it continuously operates at a loss. However, the BHGP was constructed and is
necessary to deal with the residual gas produced from the Cane Creek Unit per the Board's

previous direction to avoid flaring or venting and prevent waste. The BHGP also allows for the
added economic benefit of stripping off and selling NGLs.

Trucking of Compressed Natural Gas

This process takes the residual pipeline quality gas at the tailgate of the BHGP and uses additional
compression to compress the gas into high pressure trailers to be hauled off. This high-pressure
gas is then offloaded through a Pressure Reduction Unit ("PRU") into a gas sales line.

This alternative requires additional piping, and load outs would need to be installed at the BHGP

as well as additional compression to load the trucks. The required compression would collect gas
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from the exit of the BHGP at - 800 psi and raise it to - 3000 psi for trucking. The trucks would

then take the gas to a PRU located at an existing pipeline. This PRU would gradually drop the
pressure from the tank to pipeline pressure to ensure no damage to the line or freezes to the

system.

Table 1 reflects the economics related to this alternative. The one-time costs include -5250,000

for upgrades to the BHGP, $6SO,OOO for offload equipment and measurements. Also included

are monthly costs for normal plant operations, additional compression, and trucking.

Use of gas for power sales

This alternative can be performed two different ways depending on the length of time required.

The first method is to take the residual gas at the exit of the BHGP and run - 6, 550 HP, 350 KW

generators to burn - 400 MCF per day. The power generated would then be shipped down 3-

phase lines to be sold back to the power company. The second method, which is more long

term/permanent, is to remove the BHGP and instead use the inlet stream to generate power.

This requires the installation of nine (9) 550 HP, 350 KW generators to burn -600 MCF per day.

The power would then be shipped down 3-phase power lines to be sold back to the power

company at - 3 cents per KW.

This alternative requires additional piping and wiring/controls to be installed to supply the gas to
the generators and ensure proper generator operation. Also, 3-phase power lines need to be

installed. Currently, there are high voltage lines located nearthe BHGP. However, they are not

designed to draw power off of or sell on to. The additional piping and wiring/controls at the

BHGP would be - S10O,OOO. Estimating a cost of SgO per foot, it would cost - 51,200,000 to
install - 7.6 miles of 3-phase power lines and components required to tie into existing power

lines by Highway L91.

Table 2 reflects the economics related to this alternative, The one-time costs include: -5100,000

for upgrades to the BHGP and $1,200,000 for powerline install and equipment. These expenses

are broken down into the two options discussed above; namely, with the BHGP operating and

with it removed. Also included are monthly costs for: normal plant operations, generator rental,

and generator only operations (Option 2). With the BHGP removed, an additional $1,100,000 is

added to the construction cost to decommission and do some minor processing of the gas prior

to use in the generators.

Use of gas for power generation for computer processing

This alternative is similar to the previous discussed alternative for power sales; however, the
power would then be used in on-site computers for either cloud storage or bitcoin mining. This

alternative could be done under both options under the power sales alternative. After discussion
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with contractors, Wesco believes Option 2 (decommissioning the BHGP) is more desirable under

this alternative due to the power requirements for the processing. The computer processing

company says that the minimum gas that would be required to run would be on the order of 300

Mcfpd.

This alternative requires additional piping and wiring/controls at the location to ensure proper

gas flow to the generators and safeties are placed to protect the computers. This process also

requires the rental of additional generators and a 12 to l8-month contract with the processing

group.

Table 3 reflects the economics related to this alternative. The one-time cost includes: 5350,000

for upgrades at the BHGP location for gas processing and distribution as well as controls and

wiring. Also included are 5850,000 for the decommissioning and removal of the unnecessary

plant components. Monthly costs include generator rental and operations of $136,500. The

basics of the contract are, after payout with a profit, the revenue of the processing is shared

between Wesco and the company, estimated to be at 520,000 per month after a payout in L2

months, This would be moving target depending on processing revenue. lf the sales line opened

back up, the contract would be between 12 and L8 months and would require the company's

return on investment before the gas is allowed to be sold.

This alternative creates numerous legal uncertainties, such as is royalty to be paid on the gas

utilized and, if so, on what valuation? ln addition, additional regulatory hurdles for permitting

may arise.

Remove NGls at the plant while flaring residual 
i

This is the currently authorized emergency alternative, and the requested alternative Wesco has

requested be implemented. At the BHGP, the NGL's are removed and the residual gas is flared

currently at* 220 MCF per day.

To perform this alternative; no additional work is required .

Table 4 reflects the economics related to removing the NGL's at the BHGP while flaring the

residual gas.

Normal Pipeline Operations

Table 5 reflects the economics during normal pipeline operations, i.e., when the Greentown

Pipeline is open and operating. This is the same process as discussed under the alternative

discussed immediately above; however, the gas is sold down the third-parties line instead of

flared.
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lnstallation of a new sales line

Table 6 reflects the economics of installing a new sales line from the BHGP to the NW interstate
pipeline, i.e. bypassing the Greentown Pipeline with a new pipeline. The expenses and revenue

stream are the same as listed above under normal operations; however, the 50-cent per MCF

transportation fee currently paid has been removed. Also construction expenses include a

52,724,480line installation expense ( SaO per foot for pipe and installation) and a 5500,000 tie-
in expense, which includes the tap into the NW pipeline and metering equipment.

Flare at Wells

Table 7 reflects the economics related to flaring at the wells which exceed the regulatory limits.
This requires additional flaring approvals for the two wells currently producing over 60 MCF per

day from the Board. The construction costs include $1,200,000 for the decommissioning and

removal of the BHGP and associated gathering system. Under monthly costs, there will be

savings from not running the BHGP.

Conclusions

The economics of these different alternatives is as follows:

Gas Use/disposal option l-year loss 3-year loss
Haul off CNG S 2,608,339 $ 6,025,018
Plant
Electric

Running Gas to $ 2,767,936 S 5,7o3,gog

Plant off Gas to Electric S 2,360,634 S 3,981,901
Gas to Electric for
Processing

S 1,988,000 $ 4,7$4,ooo

Flare Residue Sell NGLs $ i.,047,sL4 5 3,t42,s4L
Normal Operations 5771,s62 5 2,332,68s
lnstall New Sales Line $ g,gzgpgz S 5,338,285
Flare at Wells $o s-

2,400,000

As seen above, the most cost-effective alternative is to flare at the wells. However that
alternative does not allow the NGLs to be removed and sold from the gas. The next best

alternative is the current emergency and requested alternative; namely, running the BHGP while

selling NGLs and flaring gas at the Plant. The next best alternative that does not involve flaring is

running generators for computer processing, but as previously noted, there are several legal and

regulatory uncertainties associated with that alternative. lf those uncertainties can be resolved
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and a more long-term solution is required, this may still be a feasible option. However, with the

sales line still a possibility, it would be premature to commit to a long-term option. lt would also

require the BHGP to not be used, which would eliminate jobs and require additional training if
the BHGP was recommissioned if and when the sales line is ever reopened,
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Blue Hills Gas Plant Flaring Alternatives

BHGP Productlon Rates

Flared Rate

NGL Gallons per day

400 McF

1900 gal

Commodity Price

MCF

NGL gal

Electricity

1.8s $/ucr
0.22 s/Gal
0.03 s/KWh

Table 1: Hauling off compressed naturalgas
Constructlon Cost

BHGP upgrades

offload Station
Total

$250,000

Soso,ooo

$900,000

Revenue

Gas

NGL

Total

Szs,rTt
St2,707

$37,878

Monthly Cost

Plant Operations
Trucking (37 truck per month)

Compressor rental
Offload Statlon Operations

Total

Sroo,ooo

$gg,z4o

$22,ooo

S2o,ooo

$180,240

Profit/Loss

1 year

3 year

5 year

10 year

Expense

$3,052,880

$7,gB9,640

$tI,7L4,4O0
$zz,5zB,Boo

Revenue

$qs+,sqt
S1,363,622

s2,272,704
$qs+s,+og

profit/loss

-$2,608,339

-$6,025,018

-$9,447,696
-$17,983,392

Table 2: Gas to line power

Option 1: Plant rational

Monthly Cost

Plant 0perations
Generator Rental

Total

$1oo,ooo

$81,ooo

$tat,ooo

Constructlon Cost

BHGP Upgrades S100,000
3 Phase Power $t,200,000

Total $1,300,000

Revenue

NGL

Electric

Total
$45,965

Profit/Loss

L year

3 year

5 year

10 year

Expense

53,47z,oao
$z,ero,ooo

S12,160,ooo

$23,o2o,ooo

Revenue

$704,064

Sz,ttz,Lgz
$3,520,320

$7,040,640

profit/loss
-$2,767,936

-$5,703,808

-s8,639,690

-$15,979,:60



tion 2: Plant is Shut in

Revenue

NGL

Electric
So

s68,947

Construction

FacilityUpgrades 5350,000
3 Phase Power 51,200,000

Gas Plant Decomlssion $850,000
Total $2,400,000

Monthly Cost

Generator Operations

Generator Rental

Total

S15,ooo

$121,50o

$136,500

Profit/loss

1 year

3 year

5 year

L0 year

Expense

$4,03B,ooo

$7,314,000

S10,590,000

$18,78o,ooo

Revenue

$827,366
$2,482,099

$4,196,832
$8,279,664

profit/loss
-$3,210,634

-s4,831,901

-$6,453,168

-$ro,soe,gge

Table 3: Gas to computer processing

Construction

FacilityUpgrades $350,000

Gas Plant Decomission $850,000
Total $1,200,000

Monthly Cost

Generator Operations

Generator Rental

Total Monthly

St5,ooo

$tzr,soo
$136,s00

Revenue

Bitcoin S20,ooo

Profit/[oss

Expense

1 year $2,8a8,000
3 year $6,114000
5 year $9,390,000

10 year 5l-7,580,000

Revenue

$o

S48o,ooo

$go,ooo

$2,160,000

profit/loss

-s2,838,000

-$5,634,000

-$9,310,000

-$15,4zo,ooo

Table 4: Flare the residue gas at the BHGP

Revenue

NGL $12,707

Monthly Costs

Plant Opemtions

$TotalMonth

Profit/loss
. Expense

L year $1,200,000
3 year $3,600,000
5 year 56,000,000

10year. $12,000,000

Revenue

S1s2,486

$+s7,+ss

$laz,+gz
51",524,964

profit/loss

-S'J,,047,514

-53,!4z,s4t
-Ss,237,568

-S10,475,1.36



Table 5: Normal Operatiorrs at the BHGP Using Existing Line

Monthly Costs

Plant Operations

TotalMonthly
Sloo,ooo

$100,000

Revenue

NGt 5t2,707
S2z,+gaGas

Profit/[oss

Expense

1 year $1,200,000
3 year 53,600,000
5 year 56,000,000

10year $t2,000,000

Reverrue

$422,438

$t,z6z,zrs
52,712,L92

S4,zzq,g84

profit/loss
-$ltl,saz

-$2,332,685

-$3,BB7,gog

-$t,77s,616

Table 6: Normal Operations at the BHGP Using New lnstalled Line

Constructlon

New line $40 per foot 52,724,480
NW tle in and metering $500,000

Total s3,224,490

Monthly Costs

Plant Operations

Total Monthly
$too,ooo

Sloo,ooo

Revenue

NGL

Gas

$tz,7ol
$2g,sz6

Profit/Loss

1 year

3 year

5 year

10 year

Expense

$4,424,49o

56,824,480
Sz2,t22,4oo
s44,244,8AO

Revenue

$qgs,ggg

$1,48e,195

s2,476,992

$4,953,984

profit/loss
-$3,gzg,ogz

-$5,338,2g5

-s19,645,409

-$39,zgo,ate

Table 7; Flare at wells

Constructlon

Decomission Plant and lines S1,20O000

Monthly Costs / Savings

Plant Operations

TotalMonthly
-$too,ooo
-$10o,ooo

Revenue

NGL

Gas

$o

$o

Profit/Loss

Expense

1 year $o
3 year -$2,+Oo,ooo

5 year -54,800,000

10 year -$10,B00,000

profit/loss

$o

$2,+oo,ooo

$+,soo,ooo

$10,Boo,ooo

Revenu

$o

So

So

$o
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